
Reader,
 
My name is Eric Martijn Donk. I am a (former) employee of Mr. Kat. I have followed Mr.
Kats activities for several years as his ‘personal cameraman’ and registered his activities. At
the moment i am in fact not sure of my actual status because my client/employer , Mr. Micha
Kat, has fled the country after he seriously betrayed me and the team i was working with to
promote the activities of Mr. Kat and his websites.
I am one of the many persons that filed a criminal complaints against Micha Kat who
currently is in custody of the Irish authorities and detained in Belmarsh prison awaiting
extradition to the Netherlands. I am so disgusted and worried by the behaviour of Mr. Kat that
I decided to edit some video’s dedicated to give the court some insight in the activities of Mr.
Kat. My complaint is part of one of the extradition warrants. I hereby request that this
statement and the accompanying video’s will be taken in as evidence and shown in court to
confront Mr. Kat with his criminal behaviour and his many acts of perjury during recent
extradition hearings.
Demmink
I have been following the activities of Mr. Kat after i heard him making some very worrying
statements on a radio show in 2008. Mr. Kat claimed that he was an investigative journalist
that was being harassed and prosecuted by the Dutch government because of his activities.
These claims raised serious questions about his safety and the integrity of a top official of the
Dutch justice department and several judges.
Due to these allegations i decided i wanted to investigate these stories. It felt like my duty as a
Dutch citizen to defend and support Mr. Kat against the corrupt powers that he claimed were
making his life impossible and might even endanger it. For this purpose I created a webpage
and a petition that demanded an official investigation into the allegations against Mr. Joris
Demmink who was the secretary general of the Dutch justice department at that time. These
accusations were very serious and involved allegations of child abuse and the possibility of
blackmail by foreign powers, which would compromise the integrity of the complete Dutch
justice department and police forces.
I took this matter very seriously and contacted Mr. Kat for an interview to promote the
petition. Mr. Kat was not the instigator of these stories and appeared to be reliable person. At
that moment he was the webmaster of a website named klokkenluideronline.nl. This website
was promoted as a site that supported whistle-blowers. Besides this Kat claimed to be a legal
expert and a specialist in the field of accounting and corruption. His activities as a writer for
the magazine of the Dutch bar association and the fact that he was financially supported by
the Dutch journalist’s association in his case against the ‘corrupt judges’ were reason for me
to see him as a serious investigator.
Klokkenluideronline.nl / JDTV
During one of our first meetings Mr.Kat revealed that he worked for a company named
Chipshol that was disadvantaged by the judges that mr.Kat was accusing of corruption. He
wanted to hire me and the small research / production group that i had set up to create and
provide content for our website to do this for his website klokkenluideronline.nl. This
platform was supposed to be a channel reporting on developments in several whistleblower
cases and other social injustice created by bureaucracy and corruption. Since my website and
the petition where aimed at an investigation into the allegations against Mr.Demmink i named
my YouTube channel JDTV.
 
Fakenews
Mr.Kat claimed he had solid evidence and was able to proof his allegations in court. This was
the beginning of a pattern that i have seen repeated over and over in the last 14 years. This
pattern consists of mr.Kat abusing mentally unstable ‘abuse victims’ as witnesses in
questionable abuse/murder/cold cases.
Unfortunately Mr. Kat is quite the opposite of the investigative journalist and human rights
advocate that he pretends to be. I am sad to conclude that in reality Mr. Kat is a heartless
narcissist and predator that abused many people to realise his goals. These goals have nothing
to do with justice for whistle-blower’s or victims of abuse. The fact is that it is Mr. Kat who



to do with justice for whistle-blower’s or victims of abuse. The fact is that it is Mr. Kat who
abuses these victims and whistle-blowers for his own benefit.
Over the years I have witnessed multiple examples of how Mr.Kat abuses mentally weak
people to maintain his disgusting business model. I will give some examples of this behaviour
and would like to draw your special attention to the case in which Mr.Kat claimed he could
prove that a Gardai employee was a serial rapist and murderer. For this he even set up a
special website and a youtube channel called Killing Irish Women. I will elaborate on this
later.
Mr.Kat has willingly gotten me and several other persons in serious financial troubles and
criminal court cases that have had very negative effects on our lives. After Mr.Kat fled the
Netherlands he even sabotaged the legal defence in the criminal cases he got us involved in,
so we eventually ended up without any legal representation or finances. This is very painfull
for us because Mr.Kat gave us his word and guarantees that our investments would be
compensated for by his employer Chipshol. Micha Kat claimed that the legal procedures the
company was involved in were responsible for cash flow problems and structurally failed to
meet payment agreements. Besides this he embezzled large amounts of donations that had
been donated to fund our team's research and work. Mr.Kat willingly chose to escape the
country with everything he could take with him.  He ordered his lawyer Mr. Thijs Stapel, who
is also representing him here today, not to react and to ignore our payment requests and
demands.
I have lost everything i had as a result of the behaviour of Mr.Kat and several members of our
team ended up in serious troubles. It goes too far to get into all the details of these personal
stories right now, but i do want to make it very clear that mr.Kat has been lying and scamming
for many years. This is the main reason why i would like to show the court some evidence of
matters that are related to the current extradition hearings. I have translated some of the
video’s in my archive to show the judge that nothing mr.Kat says is reliable and that he has
committed several occasions of perjury in his courtroom.
Bomb threats and Illegal arrests of Micha Kat
Mr. Kat claims he has been harassed and illegally detained by the Dutch authorities. The first
videoclip I would like to show proves that this story is utter nonsense is a sound clip of one of
the bomb threats by mr.Kat. Mr. Kat has stated that he has no recollection of making any
bomb threats during the previous extradition hearing and also ‘forgot’ to tell our team that he
made several bomb threats. I hope this recording will help remember the suspect that he is not
being prosecuted for his charitable works ,but for his very vile behaviour and his vexatious
reporting on ‘the truth’. There have been several incidents where Mr. Kat staged arrests and
legal actions against his own person
 
Nieuwspoort Diner
During the extradition hearing on 6 July Kat gave an example of how he was arrested after a
diner. This was a diner in the restaurant of the Dutch parliamentary press association where
most of our team was present. I have personally observed and recorded what happened on this
night. Basically Mr. Kat set up a show by treating us to a diner and leaving the restaurant
without paying the bill.
This was part of his strategy to create controverse around his person. I have several examples
of arrests that were staged by Mr. Kat so he could boost his image and online presence by
giving the impression that he was unjustly persecuted. Playing the role of persecuted
journalist is a very profitable business model for kat, who has received large amounts of
donations in recent years thanks to these types of scams.
 
De Telegraaf / Death threat
The second videoclip I would like to show is a death threat against the fellow journalist that
offered him a job at a large Dutch media company as a journalist for a newspaper named De
Telegraaf. In this clip Mr. Kat can be heard saying the journalist will be shot in the head for
all that he has done. Mr. Kat was expelled from the Dutch Journalism Association as a result
of this death threat to his colleague.
This is not an incident but part of a long-lasting slandering campaign by Mr. Kat trying to
instigate hate and violence against his former colleague’s and employer. Mr. Kat literally lost
this job before he even started working for De Telegraaf due to an incident in Nieuwspoort
,the parliamentary press centre, where he insulted other journalists and was seen urinating in
the hallway while heavily under the influence of alcohol. Kat still remains to slander his
former employer in defiance with a court order. The incident regarding Kat's business card



former employer in defiance with a court order. The incident regarding Kat's business card
during one of the previous extradition hearings also pertains to this newspaper De Telegraaf.
Telegraaf Business card / TubeYourShop Ireland
Mr.Kat abused the trademark of De Telegraaf to pose as a journalist for a large media
company. In this way he has scammed many (Irish) shop owners with a YouTube page called
TubeYourShop (Ireland). This is also seems to be the explanation for the fact that mr.Kat
attaches such great value to this business card and demands the court to immediately return it
back into his possession.
Perhaps these unusual business activities of Mr. Kat are also the reason for the fact that he has
been using the alias Michael Morgan on his skype account during the period that he has been
residing in Ireland.


Michael Morgan

 
Mr.Kat has published 227 video’s for TubeyourShop Ireland, but has since hidden the content
of the channel to keep it from getting any unwanted attention. This also is more evidence for
the fact that mr.Kat is a scam artist instead of a journalist. I can recall a video in which Mr.
Kat remarked that he charged shop owners for the video productions and promotion on his
youtubepage. Clients of TubeYourShop who often paid in cash and got nothing more than a
few minutes of handheld video of mr Kat wandering trough their shops. Mr.Kat clearly made
a nice side income with his activities for TubeYourShop Ireland. As a victim of Micha Kat it
is very hard to see this fugitive scamming these shop owners and the IRS.
 



Nothing to see here!
 

TubeYourShop Ireland active since 16 february 2015
 

Accounting fraud by Micha Kat
Accounting fraud
Mr.Kat is proud to claim to have a lot of experience and knowledge about legal matters and
international fraud cases. It seems he also was an advisor to Ferdy Roet, The founder of
stichting loterijverlies who recently got convicted for a large embezzlement scam. Mr.Kat has
written multiple articles for the website loterijverlies.nl defending the activities of Mr.Roet
who coincidentally also had a legal conflict with Telegraaf Journalist Bart Mos in which he
demanded the resignation of mr.Mos. The fact is that Mr. Kat has been using his knowledge
for many years to scam others. I think I can safely state that the Irish government is one of
Mr. Kat’s many victims since he willingly ignored to file any taxes over his Irish income and
the donations he has received.
Mr.Kat abusing child abuse and vulnerable people
Mr.Kat seems to have a morbid obsession for child abuse and spends worrying amounts of
time fantasising about the worst case child abuse scenario’s. A conversation about raping
babies and eating their intestines is standard practice for Mr.Kat. He seems really attracted to
the subject and has shown on many occasions that he has absolutely no empathy for the
alleged victims and even finds it funny to fantasize and joke about abusing and killing babies
and young children. There are countless recordings of this.
He fled the Netherlands, in his own words because the Public Prosecution Service wants to
‘link him to a murder’ by means of a mandatory DNA test. During his stay in Iceland Mr. Kat



‘link him to a murder’ by means of a mandatory DNA test. During his stay in Iceland Mr. Kat
was caught twice while hosting child pornography on the server of his website. I find this very
worrying because Mr. Kat has never really investigated or solved any child abuse cases and
continues to openly fantasize about these matters.
Mr. Kat has spend several years investigating child abuse in south east asia after he fled the
Netherlands. Strange enough he never managed to report on even one case of child abuse and
sex tourism while he was in the centre of it. This leads me to believe that Mr. Kat has other
priorities than he says and has no interest at all in exposing child abusers. Mr. Kat has been
lying, scamming and embezzling for many years abusing the victims of child abuse. It makes
me sick to my stomach that I once supported and helped this lowlife abuser.  I will not rest
until he gets what he deserves
 
Wim Dankbaar / Het Vaatstra Complot
One of the first investigations of Mr. Kat that I closely followed involved a cold case of a
teenage abuse/ murder victim named Marianne Vaatstra. This was a very sensitive case
because of the alleged involvement of foreign refugees. We got involved in this story after the
desperate father reached out for help. I recorded interviews with several people who claimed
to be witnesses of events that were not in line with the ‘official story’ and wanted to testify
about this on camera.
It quickly became clear that Mr.Kat had no interest in actual research and shamelessly abused
and exploited this story for his own fame and benefit after he published the personal diaries of
the victims mothers. The killer turned out to be a local man who was eventually identified by
his DNA profile and confessed to the abuse and murder of Marianne Vaatstra. Despite this
fact Mr.Kat and his fellow self declared researchers continued to persist that the victim was
killed by a refugee that received special protection by the Dutch justice department.
As in any case where Micha Kat got involved he advised his ‘friends’ in this case into deep
legal and financial troubles. In this case Mr.Kat managed to persuade Mr.Wim Dankbaar to
publish the mothers diaries as a book. This book was named ‘Het Vaatstra complot’ which can
be translated as ‘The Vaatstra conspiracy’.  As with almost any case he has ‘investigated’
Mr.Kat claimed to be in possession of crucial information that eventually would proof the
existence of a serious conspiracy involving high level government employees. He made it
very clear that he shared the information of his investigation on a need to know basis only.
This is a part of Mr.Kats strategy to isolate his victims and make them depend on his
‘knowledge and advice’. This obviously got Mr.Dankbaar and his publisher Hans Mauritz
into deep legal trouble. There are no words for the suffering that Mr.Kat has willingly caused
the family of this murder victim under the pretence of helping them. Mr.Kat is directly
responsible for the fact that the family is still getting harassed until this day with strange
theories about the abuse and murder of their daughter.
Red Pill Journal
Mr. Kat has recently been involved in the ‘investigation’ of another murder case  after he met
a new ‘witness’. I will not go into much detail of this case because it has allready been
debunked in court. In short, this case involved a story of a network of ritual child abusers who
killed all witnesses of their crimes. Micha Kat conducted research and once again claimed to
have indisputable evidence that would be revealed during a courtcase. As with all other
murder investigations where Micha Kat claimed to have indisputable evidence, he eventually
did not prove any of these claims in this murder investigation either. The Dutch prosecutors
office determined that the red pill journal that was hosted by mr.Kat received well over
111.000 euro’s in donations for the ‘fight against injustice and child abuse’. The episodes of
the Red pill journal give a very good insight in the way mr.Kat instigates his followers and
viewers to take matters into their own hands.
 
Killing Irish Women / Emotional and physical abuse of his victims
VIDEO 3 Mr. Kat has no remorse over the suffering he has caused and ignores the damage he
has done to simply continue with his next ‘investigation’. One of the most schocking
examples is the case in which he was ‘helping’ an irish women to get into contact with her
children that were placed under fostercare. In this case Mr. Kat filed a complaint with the
Gardai Ombudsman and pretended to be working on a solution. In reality Mr. Kat only
escalated the situation which caused that the mother could not see her children.
He used this case to gain control over this women and even started living with her. He
managed to stretch this case for more than a year. I have included a compilation of recordings
here that clearly show how Mr. Kat was physically and mentally abusing this desperate



here that clearly show how Mr. Kat was physically and mentally abusing this desperate
women that provided housing for him. The way he abused the mental strain this women was
under is simply inhumane and barbaric. I hope the court will examine my video of this case
and will conclude that mr.Kat should be prosecuted for these crimes and should serve even
more time in an Irish prison.
Besides a lack of research and a lack of evidence, mr Kat also seems to suffer from a lack of
character and empathy. The stories of Vaatstra, Killing irish women and the Red Pill journal
confirm this. ‘Investigative journalist’ Micha Kat took a ruthless approach by accusing
innocent and even deceased individuals of involvement in networks of ritual child abusers.
These stories have not only led to great indignation and commotion, but also to much unrest
and division.
Mr. Kat caused huge amounts of sorrow. I personally also experienced that mr.Kat does the
opposite of what he says after he intentionally destroyed my life in an attempt to stop me from
exposing him as the scam artist that he really is. Mr.Kat has been slandering me for many
years as a result of my attempt to come to his aid and expose the persons behind the ‘unfair
treatment’ that mr.Kat received. Mr. Kat is nothing but a coward who enjoys bringing chaos
and destruction to the lives of others and seems to get real gratification and satisfaction out of
this. I hope the court and prosecutor will look into the matters I have named here and will
conclude that Mr. Kat should be prosecuted for embezzlement, fraud, slander and the physical
and mental abuse of a mentally challenged women.
 
Kind regards,
Eric Martijn Donk


